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Abstract.This paper proposes to analyse ironic utterances in the British 
TV series Downton Abbey

only audio and visual, but also verbal and non-verbal factors. This section 

an outline of the story, several examples of ironic utterances are discussed, 
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Introduction

This is especially true in the case of translating irony. Scholars have 
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rendering the necessary linguistic means to convey this message. In the case of 

ironic meaning inferred by the translator and, as a result, by the audience. As 

the case in point.
Downton Abbey

the process of intercultural transfer must also be taken into account. The case of 
English-Hungarian screen translation especially raises interest if one considers 
that irony and humour are key features of Englishness. Receivers of the screen 

also appear in the ST.

and multidisciplinary nature. AV humour and irony are the products of the 

linguistic code proves to be relevant for our comparison of ironic utterances 
both in the source and target languages. He claims that “features of the linguistic 

ibid
When analysing translated irony in AVT, one needs to consider that in order 

also verbal and non-verbal elements. 
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Table 1.

        Audio  Visual

Verbal

Non-verbal

Words
heard

Words
read

Music + 
special effects

Picture,
photography

When evaluating the translation of irony in Downton Abbey, three of these 

communicative input results from the combination of these three. The triad of 

situational irony is involved, the facial expression of the character adds meaning 

subtitler might face: not only of linguistic but also of technical nature, that 

1. Theories of irony

irony and situational irony
situational irony
in verbal irony an individual presents or evokes such a confrontation by his or 

noticed as ironic.” Both verbal and situational irony employ incongruity in order 

While situational irony highlights events that appear as ironic, regardless of the 
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. 
Verbal irony

 

 is a case of conversational 

implicature urges the hearer to look for an additional meaning. The addressee 

implied meaning, highly likely to “be some obviously related proposition; the 
most obviously related proposition is the contradictory of the one he purports 

 by incorporating the notion of an attitude into it: 
1 and 

ibid  is recognised as a verbal resource 
meant to convey an evaluative position on the part of the speaker.

for irony  as a type of 
echoic allusion
the speaker interprets an earlier thought or utterance and uses an utterance 

attitude to such a false utterance and it actually dissociates the speaker from this 
tacitly attributed utterance. 

1 
the Greek ironia
pretence of ignorance”. The Greek term eironia describes the main characteristic of 

accessed 10.04.2010.
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“irony” and treats verbal irony as a type of pretence. According to this approach, 
the speaker is not asserting but merely pretending to assert a proposition, and 

mocking attitude

2. Downton Abbey – a brief outline of the story

this noble plan. The “under the stairs” group of characters – the staff – living 

housekeeper and head of the maids of different rank and status, Mrs Patmore, the 

3. Comparative analysis of script and subtitles in 
Downton Abbey

Analysing the interlingual translation of Downton Abbey may be of interest for 

pervasive feature of British culture and proves to be great challenge even for the 
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competent translator. This paper proposes to discuss both of these characteristics, 

paradigm, i.e. it takes “the existing and empirically observable texts as the 
starting point for the analysis, without

ibid

Downton Abbey

Original English text Hungarian translated/subtitled 
version

Episode 1, Act One [
]

In both the ST and the TT the main aim of the speaker is to scold her 

reference is missing; it is replaced by a textual reference to a much larger type of 
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retained in the TT.

to the estate. 

heir? 

A doctor’s son from Manchester? 
Humph. He’ll be lucky if he gets a 

Episode 2, Act One

vele?
[ ] 

[

speak normally to him.]

[We would also be happy to get some 
nice words from you.]

character also adds to her attitude of despise and displeasure. The English 

in English the speaker takes the heir as an unavoidable reality, the Hungarian 
version still considers him as a possibility. This sentence forms the starting 
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her subordination. So she often criticizes Daisy, the formerly mentioned kitchen 

me call, or have you gone selectively 

DAISY No, Mrs Patmore. 

you we are preparing dinner for your 

Episode 2, Act One

hogy hívtalak, vagy netán szelektív a 
hallásod? 
[Daisy, haven’t you heard me call 
you or perhaps you’ve got selective 

]
DAISY Nem, Mrs Patmore. 
[No, Mrs Patmore.]

emlékeztethetlek arra, hogy a 
nknak készítjük 

[Then might I remind you that we 
are peparing dinner for our future 

them the reason.]

in the English version the 1st nd person 
singular ‘your’, more emphatically putting the blame on Daisy for the possible 
lack of success, the Hungarian text keeps the 1st person plural personal pronoun 

dynamics of oral speech.
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Similar examples can be further enlisted:

happened to you? I said you could go 

Nile.
Episode 3, Act One

veled? Aszontam, elmehetsz vizet inni, 

[
you could go for a drink of water, not a 
cruise on the Nile.] 

DAISY Do these biscuits go up? 

the fairies. 

make Sleeping Beauty look alert.
Episode 6, Act Three

DAISY Ezek a kekszek is felmennek? 
[ ]

[No, I put them away for the good 
fairies.]

[

sleepy, but tonight you’ve become a 
real Sleeping Beauty.]

cultural background, the British aristocracy often travelling for pleasure in their 
Downton Abbey takes place 

th

containing a hyperbole, so typical for ironical language use. The phrase ‘make sy 

the Sleeping Beauty state by being more dozy than the fairy tale character.
Nevertheless, the Hungarian subtitles of Downton Abbey also contain examples 

on verbal play that can be interpreted properly only by the English audience. 
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this, so they express their dissatisfaction about it in an ironical tone.

canvassing. The by-election isn’t far 
off. 
[Robert and Violet stare open mouthed 
at Sybil.] 

GRANTHAM Canvassing? 
’

in a group and you knock on doors. 

canvassing is. 

Episode 6, Act One

[I’d like to do some canvassing. The 
by-election is soon here.]

[ ]

[Oh, that’s quite safe. We go to houses 
in groups.]

korteskedés. 
[I know very well what canvassing 
means.]

[In my opinion, Sybil …]

Vagy inkább mosnál? 
[

]

In this case, the irony is based on the different meanings and interpretation 

to the maximum, but obviously, for linguistic reasons, the Hungarian version 

Another instance of a socio-cultural item present in the ST is the ironic 
th 
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and his assistant. 

Episode 7, Act One
[

.] 
GWEN Melyik melyik?
[ ]

As in Downton Abbey

th century event, therefore 

‘schemer’, ‘shifter’
the reference more explicit. Moreover, a similarly strong historical and cultural 

The 
schemer is dead, there’s no more ugly hostility2].

render the strangely ironical stance of the idiom ‘as dead as a doornail’. 

stranger from foreign parts one 
as dead 

as a doornail. It’s bound to be a 
shock.
Episode 3, Act Three

meghal. Ez 
 

[One moment we have this handsome 
foreigner, the other moment he dies. 
This is inevitably shocking.]

When in Rome.
Episode 7, Act One

[
.]

[When in Rome…]

2 My translation.
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If it had been left to that bloody fool, 
Branson. 
Episode 6, Act Four

maradt volna… 
[If it had been left to that bloody-
mouthed Branson…] 

The phrase ‘that bloody fool’ seems to have been translated into Hungarian 

or comment, meaning ‘extremely’ or ‘absolutely’, the Hungarian text uses the 

the translator gives a more explicit description of Branson, the Irish nationalist 

ethnic and political background.
The last example to be offered is another case of mistranslation. While the 

previous affairs to their future spouses, the Hungarian translation speaks of a 

GRANTHAM She reads too many 

half the story hidden.
Episode 6, Act Four

GRANTHAM Túl sok regényt olvas. Így 
vagy úgy, de mindenki bemegy abba a 
zsákutcába, hogy féligazságokat mond el. 
[She reads too many novels. One way or 
another, but everybody enters the dead-
end of telling half-truths.]
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Conclusions

With the comparison of the English and the Hungarian variants of ironic statements 
in Downton Abbey I tried to prove that the translator needs to be both competent 
and creative, possessing not only linguistic, but also socio-cultural and technical 
competence. The success of an English language television series in non-English-
speaking countries depends to a great extent on its successful subtitling. It is the 

only to the verbal rendering of the source text into the target language, but also to 

This is especially important in the case of a series like Downton Abbey, because 

this series aims to transmit to its target audience.
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